CORE
VALUES

Dignity
Justice
Compassion
Mateship
Courage
Resilience
Forgiveness
Trust & Faith in God

Our core values are Gospel values. Jesus challenges us to follow in his footsteps.

St Mary of the Cross MacKillop shows us how to live these values in our everyday lives.

The spirit of the Rats of Tobruk lives on whenever we show courage, resilience and mateship (camaraderie).
RESPECT

Self
Safe and Sensible
I Can Do It!
School Spirit
Smart Choices

Others
Speak to Please
Active Listening
Friendly and Fair
Safe and Sensible

Learning
Active Listening
Be Organised (I Can Do It!)
Have a Go
Co-operate

Environment
Keep it clean & tidy
(even if it’s not mine!)
Special Spaces
Reduce, Re-Use, Recycle
Be Responsible for Property